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It is well known that the second countability axiom is sufficient 
for a regular space to be metrizable, but it is not necessary. In this 
paper we shall show tha t some extention of the second countability 
axiom is necessary and sufficient for a regular space to be metrizable, 
and shall study some applications of this result.
Definition. Let i? be a topological space and | /3 e S  |
(« 6  A) b3 open coverings of R. We call j an o-pen basis of
R, when each open set N  oi R  can he represented in the form
CN
/3-Countability Axiom. We say that R  satisfies ^-co^mtahility axiom, 
when there exists an open basis of R consisting of an enumerable 
numbar of nbd (=neighbourhood) finite open coverings ll„.
It is an extention of the second countability axiom.
a-Countability Axiom, We say that R  satisfies a-countability 
axiom, when there exists a collection of an enumerable number of 
nbd finite coverings 2, ...\, ,(U„= j | /3 e J5) such that for
each pair of points a, b e R , there exists a b^U„^
for some n.
We shall say th a t SU,J satisfies the condition of «-countab I ty, 
when iU,„| has the above property.
Remark. The fact tha t covers R is not essential in or, /3-coun- 
tabilities. For when U„ does not cover R, we may consider the co­
vering \R, U„! in the place of U„.
Theorem I. In  order that a regular space R is metrizable, it is 
necessary and sufficient that R satisfies the /3-countability axiom.
Proof, Since the necessity is obvious from the theorem of A. H. 
Stone we prove only the sufficiency.
I. Let i? be a regular space satisfying the /3-countability axiom.
I) A. H. Stone. On Paracompactness and Product Spaee, Bull, of Amer. Math. 54 (^^48) 
No. 10.
Then, in the first place we see that R  is normal.
For let 2, ... e S'!) be an open basis of R,
and let F, G be disjoint closed sets of R ; then for feach point a€:F  
we can choose ?7„p6U„ for some n such th a t aeU„^. We
denote by i7„p(«) such I7„(, for a.
Put t/s — X! ; then it is easy to see tha t from the nbd fini-
W= k ^
teness of holds. A nd then  U^cZ.G'^\ Xl are
Ur-Je & - 1
obvious. !I
In the same manner we get open sets such th a t \ \ d F \  2
fc-1
:^G.
Putting M ~ V r C t y ; ) \  M =  f ]  M,;
fc-=l i = l
J c ^ l
we see tha t M, N  are open sets such tha t M '^F , N ^ G ; M • N —cj).
2. Next we can show that for any nbd finite covering U of 
there exists a sequence of coverings Uj, IX2, ....... such th a t Uf<^U,
...........
For let U=StZ^jaeAj be a nbd finite covering of R ;  then from 
the normality of R  there exists an open covering ® = jF ^ la e A !  such 
tha t for every a. We construct continuous functions for
every a such th a t
/„(«)=! (a e V J ,
/,(a )= 0  (a 9 [Tl),
Let iV,(a)=Sa-I(F a)I / » -A(Cf)l< l/2* , aTe/2i(i=0, I, 2, ...) 
and let b be an arbitrary point of N{(ja); then !/„(«)—/„(^ >) I <CV2' for 
all a. We denote by P(b) a nbd of b such th a t P(b)- (/= I-- /^ ).
P(P) • U^=cj)(a^aj). Since |/a^(a)—/a^ .(6) |< ; i /2 '( /= ! . . .A;), there exists 
a nbd Q(b) of b such that xeQ(b) implies j/„^(a)—/,.^(a:)!<1/2 ' (;= 1 ... 
k).
Let xeP (b)- Q(b); then from /^(6)=/„(a;)=0 («4=«^), we get !/„(«) 
—/a(^')K l/2^ for a,ll a, i. e. P(b) ■,Q(b)<C.Nf(a). Hence N,(_a) is an open 
set. Putting SJj=SN^(C)|a e i2 j , we see th a t (*==0, I, ...) and
5Ro<U.
3. Next we shall show that R is perfectly normal.
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2) We denote by the complement of G.
Let N  be an arbitrary open set of R. For eacli point a e there 
exists U„f,{a)=TJ6 for some n such tha t a 6 V„?.Cp„^CN- From 
the nbd finiteness of U„, S  closed. Since N = '^ F „
Tlr=Jc ‘ X; = !
is obvious, G is  an set, i. e. R  is perfectly normal.
4. Now we shall show tha t R  admits a countable uniformity, i. e. 
R is metrizable.
From the above result we can represent each in the form
=  where jU„!(U„—jl/„J/5fe iS-!) is the open basis of R, and
fc=l
C f c ) are open sets.
Let A be a finite subset of /3: A=j/3i, . . . ,  /3<|. Then from the 
nbd finiteness of U„, n  TJ,,^  • I I is obviously an open set.
P€A P^ A
Accordingly j | A running thru all finite subsetes of /3} is a
nbd finite covering of R.
For let Cl € JS be an arbitrary point of R  and let a £ V„^  (/3 e A), 
a ^ U „^ Q3 ^ X ) ; then aeN '^l, i.e . covers R. The nbd finitess of 
is obvious.
Next let us show th a t for each open set N  and each point a e N  
there exist !rIa such th a t S(a,
Choose n such th a t for some Let (/3e Ao),
a ^ (/? ^ Ag), and accordingly y3o e Ao; then there exists k  such th a t 
a 0 for all /3o £ Ao. For these %, fc,.let us consider If « G
then from « ^f1^ (/3  6Ao) it must be AoC-^- Hence N^nlCUn?^ ,^ i.e. 
Sia,
As we saw in 2, for every there exist sequences of open
coverings 2, ...j such th a t Therefore we can
construct a countable uiformity containing \n, k—1, 2, 3, ...i. 
Since this unifomity agrees with the topology of R, R is metrizable.
Theorem 2. I f  a Tspace R can be repi'esented in the form R =  
2 where j is nbd finite aiid are closed metrizable si(b-
at,I
spaces, then R is metrizable^
Proof, I. We shall prove first tha t R  is regular.
Let N  be an arbitrary open set of R and let a e N .  Suppose th a t
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3) SCa, 5 1 ) -  S  N
aeS:,f(i=l...k), l-aJ: then from the nbd finiteness of \SJ,
F ( a ) = n s '  is an open nbd of a. From the regularity of S„., there
“=t=“«
exists some open set Ki(a) in Sa^  such th a t  a e Kf(a)C^k,(a)C^N.
Put K i(a) + S'i=^Ui(a). Then, since ?/<(«) are open, i7(a)=F(a) • n
Ui(0') is an open nbd of a.
Since U(a) -  Ff Si ■ 11 (K,(a) + S'-)CJlK,(al
aqra t - 1
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we have l/(a)C  S  ^ .(“)C-^- Hence B  is regular.
2. Let us supbose th a t \n = l, 2, . .. | is a countable open basis 
consisting of nbd finite coverings =  j | /3 e J5 j . We denote by 
{Z7r 17 e r  j an open covering of R  such th a t IJy meets a finite number 
of Z7i“p(cceyl, /SeB) only, and by a nbd finite refinement of \Ur' 
S J r e r i  in Considering a U ,=  1 | ^ e B j, we see 
th a t for each a, /3, vlfg meets a finite number of J7i“'p (a e A, B e B )  
only.
Assume th a t for a fixed n we get \U„l \a € A , /3eB \ such th a t 
for each a, /3, U lf meets a finite number of p only, and 
|/3i is a nbd finite open covering of having the form 
Ul“ aU„; then for n + 1 we get \Ul^+i,p\a e A, ^ e B ]  having the saine 
property in the above manner. Thus we get sequence of coverings 
jt/ifpj, \U2“,\ \ ,  \U's“\ \ ,  ... such tha t +j,  ^ meets a finite number 
only, and 2, ...\ is an open basis of consisting
of nbd finite coverings j t/j,^ j/3 6 S  j .
3. Put Fiy=Ci;; V  + S " ) . n  ;
then is an open set of R from the nbd finiteness of SO,*;"+!,
and V lt  • -S
Put n  V) • n  Si ( A = S I
for then running thru all sets having the form of
the above Aj is obviously an open covering of R. Let us ^how th a t 
28„ is nbd finite.
L e t a e /2 be an arbitrary point of R. If aeSa^(i=l...Jc) a ^ S ^  
(rt=4=a:,) and a € : then
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a 6 17(a) =  n  {VU{, K.p+ • n  s : c  S  V U l •
SinCG JJ11+1  ^ iiiG0ts only when * TJn+i^  pc®p
meets a finite number of for a fixed n. we denote by ^lpcv(e=i... 
I) all Vn’f which meets Ui\^l p^ ap. Hence W,„^  • Uil*l pc«,}#=</» only when
^  C ^ ( « ^ i-e.  I/IX  pc“i meets a finite number of
fc
JV„s only. Therefore S  ««) or ^(«) meets only a finite number4=1 ’ ‘
of W„s, i. e. SB,, is nbd finite.
4. Finally, we. can show th a t |2B„|wi=l, 2, ...j is an open basis 
of /?. For assume th a t aeJV. AT is an arbitrary open set of i2 and 
th a t a eS a^ (i= l, ..., k), a ^ S Ja ^ ^ a ,) ;  a eU llfa ^d N . (i= l, ..., k). For 
A = K « # . w e  get aePF„i and
. S  C n VZ\\, • E = i: • n C S
i = L * / = 1 * i ^ L  * i = l * ^ i = l *
=  i-®- is an open basis of R.1=1 ‘
Therefore from theorem I  i? is metrizable.
Theorem 3. In  order that a fully normal space R is completely 
metrizable, it is necessary and sufficient that R is topologicaily complete 
and satisfies the a-countability miom.
Proof. Since the necessity of the condition is obvious, we shall 
prove only the sufficiency.
Let /2 be a fully normal and topblogically complete space satis­
fying the a-countability axiom. Since R  is topologically complete, 
from N. A. Shanin’s theorem'*^ there exists a countable collection 
jU „ |« = l, 2 ,... i of open coverings U„, which has the following property : 
If a maximum filter %— \F J  of closed sets has no convergent then 
point, for the open covering there exists some element U„={?7j!
of i 0„ i such th a t for every /3 and some a, f/pClFl.
Since R  is fully normal, each U„ has a nbd refinement, which we 
denote by U .^
Denote by S 53,,} the countable collection of nbd finite open cover­
ings satisfying the condition of a-countability. Then SB,, are 
nbd finite and satisfies the condition of a-countability as well
4) N. A. Shanin, On the Theory of Bicompact Extension of Topological Spaees, C. R. 
URSS, 33 (1943) No. 5-6.
as fche above mentioned condition satisfied by j .
Let N  be an open set of R. Then we can show th a t for an 
arbitrary point a of AT there exist some and some 
such th a t a 6 I i W d N ,  W„ 6 .
To show this, assume the contrary. If we denote by Wi, W 2, ... 
all the elements of some which contain a, then since the condition of 
rt-countability is satisfied by jG" • W„.\n=l, 2,...} is a closed filter
having no cluster point. We denote by a maximum clos­
ed filter containing t • W„ | and by the open covering j Z?* [ .4}. 
Since -t* has no convergent point, there exists an element 3®^= f W^  ^| 
B\ of [233^ 1 such th a t for every elements of and some
holds. Let W,^CHl e ; then W^, and
Wm • Hi=(f) hold, which is a contradiction. Thus we have shown the
Jc
existence of W„ such tha t a e n* *
From we construct nbd open coverings
= A  2B«.. The enumerable collection 2, ... ; n,—l,  2,
I - L  '
...\ satisfies the condition of cc-countability; h e n c e i s  metrizable by 
theorem I. Since K is topologically complete, by Cech’s theorem K 
is completely metrizable.
Remark. When R is regular, /3-countability axiom contains «- 
countability axiom, but a-countability axiom does not contain the 1st 
countability axiom. The direct product of an enumerable infinite 
number of unit intervals L'0> I ]  satisfies the «-countacility axiom but 
it does not the 1st countability axiom, when its topology is the strong 
topology. This fact shows th a t theorem 3 is essentially different from 
theorem I.
Corollary I. Let a topological space R  be the sum of S : R =  2
where is nbd finite in K, and are fully normal closed
subspaces being at most of cardinal number n: | Then in order
that R admits som(  ^ complete .uniformity being at most, of cardinal 
liii7}iber n, it is necessary and sufficient that R can be a meet of at 
most n number of open sets in some bicompajot T^-space.
Proof. Since theorem I, 2, 3 holds obviously about uniformity of
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5) E. Cech. On Bicompact Spaces, Anns, of Math. 38 C1939).
a t most power it, too, the validity of this corollary is almost obvious 
from theorems I , '2 , 3, the property ef cardinal number, u^=n and
the extension of Cech’s theorem by the author
Corollary 2. In  order that a regular space R is metrizable, it is 
necessary ami sufficient that there exists a coollection \ f ^ \ a e A \  of 
continuous functions such tnat
Ic
f —stip Xj /=* a continuous function,*
O ^  fjix) ^  I for all a, 
ami for any open set N  and any point a e N ,  there exists an element 
f .  of \ f j  :
/„(a)>0,
/<,^=0  ixeN^).
Proof. Necessity: We denote by U„= I jet eA„! a nbd finite re­
finement of ^„— \\x\p(axy'_;>l/2''\\a^R\, where we denote by p the 
metric of R. Since the non-negative function — is
continuous, f„Ji^)— -isr * ----  is a continuos function such th a t
2 2  Puai )^
Xi Un^
k
function 0^f„„(.'c)< l/2‘. Obviously sup =1> and for any openi*X » ‘
set AT and any point a e N ,  /„„(«)>0, /„„(a:)=0(a; e AT") for such that 
a eU „ jd N . Hence \ f„ ^ \n = l,2 ,... ,a e A „ \  is the collection of conti­
nuous functions in the condition of this corollary.
Sufficiency: Let /2 be a regular space having such a family \f^\ 
a £ A \  of continuous functions. Let us show the nbd finiteness of the 
open covering U, =  !J7„Jae A |, where U ,,^= ^\x\fXx)yi/2’‘\.
Let a be an arbitrary point of R. Then, assume th a t ...
+/»^(“)> /(«) —1/2”"^ .^ We denote by U(a) an open nbd of a such tha t 
xeU(a)  implies /(a;)</(a)H-l/2'‘ + i and by Ui(a) nbds of a such th a t 
xeU i(a) implies /<.^(a;)>/<.^(a)-l/fc• 2’*"2. Then the nbd F(a)=f/(a) • 
nU i(a) is disjoint from but (i =  l..,fc). For, if there would 
be a point beV(a)-U ^^^(aa^,), then it would be /(6)</((i) + l/2 '* '* and 
m  ^  +f j p)  >  S  /a /a) - 1 /2  *^ 2 ^  y 2 ' , y  f(a) - 1/2’* ‘  ^+ 1 /2 ” f(a)
+ 1/2 ‘ hold a t the same time, which is a contradiction. Hench U„ is nbd
6) On Topological Completeness, Sugaku, 2 C1949), in Japanes. The content of this 
paper is unpublished in foreign language.
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finite.
Since jU „ |« = l, 2,...} is obviously an open basis of R, R  satisfies 
the /S-countability axiom. Therefore R is metrizable from theorm 1.
(Received July 24, 1950)
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